LEVY PUBLICATIONS ON PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION

A. Books: Author


B. Books: Editor


C. Articles and Chapters


"Las universidades privadas: Modelas para la reforma de las universidades publicas?" In Manuel Barquin and Carlos Ornelas, eds., Universidad y superacion academica: aspectos normativos y organizacionales (Mexico City: UNAM, 1989): 97-II0.


A special section on Private Higher Education in Central and Eastern Europe for an issue of International Higher Education.


“An Introductory Global Overview: The Private Fit to Salient Higher Education Tendencies.” PROPHE working paper #7, 2006. (Revision of a chapter in Forest and Altbach, eds.)


"Public Disorder, Private Boons? Inter-sectoral Dynamics Illustrated by the Kenyan Case." With Wycliffe Otieno. PROPHE working paper #9, 2008, and possibly an edited book or as separate journal submission elsewhere.


“Global Private Higher Education Patterns: What Can We Learn For China & East Asia?” Peking University’s Selected Lectures, forthcoming.


D. Sample Newspaper Articles and Blogs


E. Policy Reports since 1997

“Public Policy for Hungarian Private Higher Education.” Consultancy report for the Hungarian government, as part of the World Bank project for Hungarian higher education. March 1997.


Five separate reports to the World Bank for its human development office’s project on private investment in primary, secondary, and higher education worldwide, 1998.
